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Heart of Australia Federal Government Funding Proposal
Queensland and New South Wales Expansion

OVERVIEW
Heart of Australia has demonstrated its ability to deliver medical specialists via its
mobile service for people living in and around 32 towns in rural, regional and remote
Queensland. Heart of Australia has shown it can meet all logistical challenges to ensure
specialist health services are delivered to patients. In all, this has resulted in the
delivery of in excess of 35,000 episodes of care to patients, saving more than 500 lives
since starting in October 2014.
Patients, GPs and community members across regional Queensland have regularly
provided positive comments about the service. This proposal presents the case to
continue funding for the next four years in Queensland from 1 July 2022 and for
expansion of one route in western New South Wales.

HEART OF AUSTRALIA SEEKS THE FOLLOWING FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FUNDING

1.FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RECURRENT FUNDING IN QUEENSLAND
Heart of Australia has delivered cardiologists and other medical specialists to the
doorsteps of Australians located in far flung parts of Queensland, it has also provided
needed support to the GPs operating in those isolated areas by providing education,
professional support and advice. Founder Dr Rolf Gomes is a recognised thought leader
in the delivery of specialist medicine in remote areas, with the service now supporting
people living in and near 32 towns since the service started in October 2014

Funding sought: $17 million for the financial years 2022-2026.
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2. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT IN NEW SOUTH WALES
Heart of Australia has extensively explored the possibility of expanding its mobile
medical specialist service to support patients and GPs in regional, rural and remote New
South Wales since early 2020. The proposal is to provide mobile medical specialists via
Heart of Australia to the far west, north and southern parts of regional and remote NSW,
based on the service delivery model of Queensland, which is tried and trusted. This
would include the construction of a large-scale B-Double mobile specialist clinic
earmarked for service in NSW (Estimated cost - $2.5 million).

Funding sought for NSW: $6 million for the financial years 2022-2026
TOTAL FUNDING SOUGHT OVER FOUR YEARS (QLD & NSW): $23 million 2022-2026

QUEENSLAND AT A GLANCE
OVERALL SERVICES DELIVERED:
Specialists and diagnostic medical equipment are delivered to the doorstep of rural
and remote communities of QLD monthly. This provides equitable access to health
services to Australians living in farming and indigenous communities.
Specialist consultations include:
• Cardiology
• Psychology
• Gynaecology
• Endocrinology
• Gastroenterology
• Urology
• Neurology
• Geriatrics
Diagnostic equipment included:
• Cardiac stress testing – treadmills, ultrasound,
• ECG monitoring
• 24-hour heart rhythm monitoring
• Cardiac ultrasound
• Sleep apnoea testing and fitting of devices
• Respiratory function testing including gas transfer • 24-hour blood pressure
monitoring
• Telehealth
• Colposcopy
• Botox therapy.
Commencing in 2022
• Mobile CT and X-ray services for the bush
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THE CASE FOR RECURRENT FUNDING IN QUEENSLAND
Heart of Australia operates 5 mobile clinics (4 B-Double mobile specialist trucks and 1
smaller mobile clinic) servicing people living in or near 32 rural, regional and remote
towns from the top to the bottom of Queensland. This includes a specialised B-Double
mobile clinic containing a CT scanner and Xray which will bring mobile radiology
services to people in the bush. The expansion of the service has proven it is a viable
healthcare service with a proven track record of delivering specialist services and
transportable health infrastructure to rural and remote communities through the $12
million funding the Commonwealth Government announced in 2019.
The cost of building each mobile clinic is approximately $2.5 million with
operating costs of approximately $2 million per annum per clinic. Heart of
Australia relies on Commonwealth funding to deliver the service and some
sponsorship and philanthropic funds to cover essential operating expenses
(flight, wages, accommodation etc.).
The projected operating costs for running 5 mobile clinics in QLD extrapolated
from the actual costs incurred in 2020 are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. HOA QLD projected operating costs – 2023 - 2026
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STATE-OF-THE-ART: Inside Heart of Australia’s B-Double mobile clinic HEART2.

KEY DELIVERABLES IN QUEENSLAND
Heart of Australia is the brainchild of Brisbane-based cardiologist and engineer Dr Rolf
Gomes. The service has a reputation for quality service provision and reliability.
The service has been delivering care to the following towns: Dalby, Goondiwindi,
Stanthorpe, St George, Charleville, Roma, Emerald, Barcaldine, Winton,
Longreach, Hughenden, Charters Towers, Moranbah, Cloncurry, Blackall,
Middlemount, Biloela, Banana, Moura, Theodore, Childers, Quilpie, Springsure,
Rolleston, Cooktown, Sarina, Proserpine, Ayr and Mareeba. Palm Island and
Weipa are static clinics.
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Heart of Australia’s specialities include: Cardiology, Endocrinology, Psychology,
Gastroenterology, Gynaecology, Urology, Neurology and Geriatrics. Heart of Australia
has saved more than 500 lives and delivered more than 35,000 episodes of care since
October 2014.

QUEENSLAND FUNDING CONCLUSION
Heart of Australia is delivering on all its key performance indicators as a
provider of quality mobile specialist medical services in regional, rural and
remote Queensland. It is a service appreciated and valued by members of the
community and presents a solid case for recurrent funding to allow people in
regional, rural and remote Queensland to continue to receive a monthly medical
service that is saving patients and the Government time and money.

NEW SOUTH WALES AT A GLANCE
PROPOSED NEW SOUTH WALES ROUTE
Heart of Australia seeks to provide its medical specialists through its mobile service
model to support Australians living in rural, regional and remote New South Wales.
Heart of Australia is looking to replicate its vital tried and trusted service to the people
living in and near 10 regional towns in the west of the state. Heart of Australia aims to
deliver its logistics, medical and management expertise gained in Queensland over
nearly six years to the people living in the far-flung regions of New South Wales. In the
past 12 months alone, 165 patients from Northern NSW have been referred to the Heart
of Australia mobile clinics in Queensland, highlighting the willingness of GPs in regional
NSW to refer patients to the service.
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HEART OF AUSTRALIA PLANNED NSW ROUTE
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HEART OF AUSTRALIA POTENTIAL TOWNS TO BE SUPPORTED
Moree, Coonabrabran, Parkes, Armidale, Muswellbrook, Orange, Hilston, Wentworth,
Broken Hill, Cobar, Bourke, Walgett and Nyngan are towns that could be serviced by
Heart of Australia. The selected stops for the mobile specialist service will address
unmet need for people in isolation.

PARTNERING TO EXPAND HEART OF AUSTRALIA SERVICES TO NEW SOUTH WALES
Heart of Australia (HOA) founder and CEO Dr Rolf Gomes has explored the possibility of
expanding services to other states including New South Wales since early 2020. Heart
of Australia has engaged the Federal Health Minister the Hon Greg Hunt, the NSW
Health Minister the Hon Brad Hazzard and the NSW Department of Health to seek ways
to have Heart of Australia deliver its mobile specialist medical services in rural NSW.
Four main criteria have been identified in discussions. They are:

Workforce Security

Funding

HOA NSW
Expansion
Community and GP
Support

Logistical Capacity
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1. Workforce Security
Heart of Australia has received growing interest from local health organisations located
in regional NSW to discuss opportunities for collaboration. Given the number of
participating specialists in Queensland has grown from 3 to 23 over the past 5 years,
Heart of Australia is of the view a similar outcome could be achieved in NSW, given the
strong interest gained through the awareness of the service and its health outcomes in
Queensland.

2. Logistical Capacity
Heart of Australia is extremely confident the model of specialist health services delivery
can be replicated in New South Wales after more than seven successful years of
operating the mobile specialist service in Queensland. Heart of Australia is confident it
can meet any logistical challenges that may arise to ensure specialist health services are
delivered to patients in rural and remote NSW.

3. GP and Community Support
The Queensland experience has demonstrated that GPs, patients and communities are
highly supportive of a service which provides a tangible boost to local health delivery
capacity in the form of specialists and diagnostic infrastructure. Heart of Australia’s
methodology of liaison and inclusion in the rollout of regional services has been
extremely successful in embedding the service within all 32 communities where it has
been operating. A similar approach of face-to-face consultation prior to and following
the initiation of new services would be adopted in NSW to maximise stakeholder
engagement.

Since 2014 we have
seen over 12,000
patients and helped
save more than 500
lives. (in rural, remote and
regional Queensland)

Heart of Australia’s existing and long-standing program partners highly value what
their contribution has delivered. Many have pledged their support to assist the service
to expand into NSW. Testimonials from private partners can be provided. HOA
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transport partner PACCAR/Kenworth has pledged another fully maintained prime
mover representing an investment of at least $500,000. Similarly, other partners such
as Bayer, Bridgestone, Toyota and others have indicated a willingness in principle to do
more in New South Wales.
NOTE: The Federal Government funding would meet the shortfall in funds required to
operate the service after it receives Medical Benefit Schedule (MBS) payments from
seeing patients in rural, regional and remote parts of western NSW. Heart of Australia
will continue to invest in building awareness through dedicated marketing, media and
health promotion campaigns to ensure the Government and sponsors are seen to be
associated with a solutions-focused service benefiting patients, clinicians and
communities.

4. Funding for NSW
Heart of Australia seeks $6 million over four years from the Federal Government to
support the establishment and running costs of a mobile specialist clinic in NSW. The
cost to build and fit-out the mobile clinic would be $2.5 million with operating costs of
approximately $2 million per annum to operate a single mobile specialty clinic. The
allocation of funds including HOA’s cash and sponsorship contributions towards the
construction and running of the service is shown in Table 1 below.

HEART OF AUSTRALIA NEW SOUTH WALES FUNDING
Year 1

Year 2

Clinic construction
State & Federal Government funding
HOA – Prime Mover (Kenworth K200)
HOA – Tyres and Rims (Bridgestone

$2,500,000
$500,000
$20,000

Operational Funding
State & Federal Government funding
HOA – Kenworth Servicing (Brown & Hurley)
HOA – Tyres (Bridgestone)
HOA – Support Vehicles (Toyota Landcruisers)
HOA – Flights (Rex)
HOA – Data & internet (Telstra)
HOA – Cash contribution
TOTAL

$1,166,667
$15,000
$10,000
$100,000
$20,000
$20,000
$500,000
$3,020,000 $2,415,000

Year 3

Year 4

$1,166,667
$15,000
$10,000
$100,000
$20,000
$20,000
$500,000
$2,415,000

$1,166,667
$15,000
$10,000
$100,000
$20,000
$20,000
$500,000
$2,415,000

Table 1. Proposed NSW funds allocation

NSW CONCLUSION
Heart of Australia presents a compelling case for the Federal Government to
fund the expansion of the mobile medical specialist service to regional, rural and
remote New South Wales. The experiences of patients in Queensland shows the
service is providing equitable medical specialist care to those in the Bush
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compared to people living in metropolitan areas. Heart of Australia is confident
it can replicate the quality of its healthcare service, reliability and commitment
to patients it delivers in Queensland to the people living in remote New South
Wales.

CONCLUSION FOR QUEENSLAND AND NSW FUNDING
Heart of Australia is more than meeting its commitment to the people of Queensland
living in regional, rural and remote Queensland and respectfully requests the
Commonwealth Government to extend its cost-effective funding for another four years
over 2022-2026. Now is the time for people living in regional, rural and remote areas of
western New South Wales to be offered the lifesaving and life enhancing healthcare
service that is the mobile medical specialist service of Heart of Australia. This proposal
gives decision makers the opportunity to provide the people of regional NSW similar
access to mobile medical specialist care that is appreciated and valued by communities
in regional Queensland. Heart of Australia seeks the opportunity to continue, broaden
and deepen its partnership with the Federal Government to deliver quality medical
specialist care in the regions of Queensland and expand into New South Wales.

Contact:
Adrian Dolahenty Heart of Australia government relations adviser
0438 656 175
Adrian.dolahenty@kurrajongsc.com
Level 1, 109 Honour Avenue, Chelmer, QLD 4068
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4 January 2022
The Hon. Greg Hunt, MP
Minister for Health and Aged Care
PO Box 6022
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600
By email: minister.hunt@health.gov.au
Dear Minister
I am writing to express my support for the expansion of the Heart of Australia program into
Western New South Wales.
As you are aware, Heart of Australia is essentially a mobile cardiology specialist service. In
Queensland they utilise three custom-designed trucks, staffed by specialist cardiologists, which
travel to rural communities across Southern and Central Queensland taking referrals from local
GPs.
Heart of Australia has identified gaps in specialist services across remote and regional Western
New South Wales. Access to specialists in rural New South Wales is incomparable to major
regional centres and many will forego specialist appointments because of the travel required.
This proven model of getting specialists to travel town-to-town and provide these potentially
lifesaving services is something I strongly believe can and should be replicated in Western New
South Wales.
I have been in contact with Heart of Australia Director Dr Rolf Gomes and Adrian Dolahenty of
Kurrajong Strategic Counsel to discuss expanding their service to rural New South Wales.
I understand that Heart of Australia will be lodging its 2020-2026 pre-budget submission to
Treasury in early January 2022.
As a former resident of regional Queensland, I have seen the Heart of Australia operations in
action and know of the benefit it provides rural and remote communities otherwise isolated
from specialist care.

I fully support this proposal and will continue to actively advocate for funding to see this project
come to fruition.
Yours sincerely

Perin Davey
Senator for New South Wales
C.c. The Hon. Dr David Gillespie MP
Minister for Regional Health
Minister Assisting the Minister for Trade and Investment

Ref: 202111015
15th November 2021
The Hon. Greg Hunt
Minister for Health and Aged Care
Dear Minister Hunt,
I am pleased to write to you in support of Heart of Australia (HOA) in their
application for recurrent Federal Government Funding.
Heart of Australia have a proven track record in delivering health services to
regional and remote Australia. With fully customized road trains, fitted out as
specialist medical clinics Heart of Australia (HOA) provide heart health
services to communities across Queensland including Dalby, Goondiwindi,
Stanthorpe, St George, Charleville, Roma, Emerald, Barcaldine, Longreach,
Hughenden, Charters Towers, Moranbah, Cloncurry, Blackall and Quilpie.
Since becoming operational in 2014 HOA have treated thousands of patients,
saved over 400 lives and delivered 35,000 instances of care to some of the
most marginalised and in need people of Queensland.
I have seen and experienced the wonderful work HOA do in remote and
regional Queensland and I believe their unique service delivery model is an
invaluable asset and very worthwhile recipient of recurrent Federal
Government Funding.
Kind regards,

Michelle Landry MP
Federal Member for Capricornia

